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1. This is a must-have kabuki print tunic. It
has a great colour combination and looks fab
with these fashionable cuffed shorts
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2. Elegant and chic. Pair this top with jeans,
trousers or a skirt!
3. These stretch canvas crop pants give a
perfect fit and liven up any summer outfit.

4. This is an ultra cute tunic with a gorgeous
striped hibiscus pattern. Can be worn from
day-night.
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5. This chain link printed tunic is classy and
stylish and can be paired with capris, jeans or
a pencil skirt for that extra sophisticated look.
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6. Stylish and classy, these denim capri pants
look great with anything you match it with!

7. This tropical inspired print tunic will brighten
up your summer outfit leaving you looking
fresh and funky.
8. Bermudas are a must-have for the summer.
A great option for those of us who don’t like to
bare too much thigh.
9. Brown is officially the new black!
These bangles will add a funky touch to your
outfit if worn at night and at the same time
create a fun and playful look for daywear.

10. Throw them on with any outfit and you'll
be good to go.
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11. This classic gold bangle goes well with just
about anything! A basic staple that no woman
should be without!
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13. These tan peep-toes add an oomph to any
outfit and can be worn with anything from
shorts, jeans, skirts and dresses.
14. These heels will match any dress or outfit
and accent your look.
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15. These wedges are comfy yet very stylish!
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12. This is a great addition to any outfit.
You can find these in many colours and most
of the time with matching/contrasting beaded
necklaces too.
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16. A mid-size bag is a staple item in any
woman’s wardrobe. Just can’t do without it!
17. Perfect for a day out. Sassy!

18. Add a touch of glamour to your outfit by
wearing a wide belt.

19. This metallic bag is perfect for a night out
and in some cases even during the day!

20. A soft leather satchel from Fendi - adds a
touch of class and elegance to lunch or afternoon tea. It’s also something that can be worn
throughout the day.
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21. This Dior gaucho is a neutral shade so it’s
perfect to wear from day to night
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